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Why Student Discipline?



Why not leave discipline to the 
classroom?

Classroom decisions:

EVENT > DECISION > ACTION

Policy decisions:

DECISION > EVENT > ACTION



Why not leave discipline to the 
classroom?

- Less time pressure to make a decision

- Not making a decision when antagonised

- Decisions can be made by a group rather than 
an individual

- Students know in advance the consequences of 
unacceptable behaviour

- Uniformity of response amongst staff

- Staff can shift responsibility for their response to 
‘the powers that be’



What do you need?

- School rules

- A disciplinary policy

- A student induction

- Incident reports

- Discipline issue tracking

- Staff training



School Rules



School Rules

Rules should be:

- Short

- Written in accessible English

- Known to staff and students



School Rules
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Disciplinary 
Policy



Disciplinary Guidelines

1. Who is ultimately responsible?

2. What types/levels of warnings are available?

3. Who administers these warnings?

4. What sanctions are attached?

Level Issued by Sanction

1 ADOS, DOS, House 

Parent or Centre Director

Threat to tell parents

2 DOS or Centre Director Parents are informed

Threat to miss excursion

3 DOS and Centre Director 

jointly

Parents are informed, excursion 

missed and threat to be expelled



Disciplinary Guidelines

1. Who is ultimately responsible?

2. What types/levels of warnings are available?

3. Who administers these warnings?

4. What sanctions are attached?

5. What reporting is required?

6. How are issues tracked?

7. What disciplinary problems commonly arise? 

8. How should staff respond to them?







Student 
Induction



Student Induction

School rules and an overview of the consequences 
of disobeying them should be included in the 
student induction.

Visuals?

Repetition in the first class?

Student contracts?
Videos?

Role plays? Translations?



Incident 
Reports





Discipline 
Tracking



Discipline Tracking

- Discipline log

- Pastoral meetings

- Feedback loops



Staff 
Induction



Staff induction

- Familiarity

- Confidence

- Scenario Training



What do you need?

- School rules

- A disciplinary policy

- A student induction

- Incident reports

- Discipline issue tracking

- Staff training
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